
Dynamiq Presents Stefania
Dynamiq presents Stefania, the 41-metre gold Superyacht. This
GTT135  was  completed  at  the  company’s  shipyard  in  Massa,
Tuscany, after 24 months of designing and construction. This
golden beauty looks every inch a superstar!

Dobroserdov  Design  developed  the  elegant  exterior  of  the
aluminium superyacht. Her unique colour scheme of shiny gold
and  dark  brown  differentiates  her  from  the  other  white
superyacht in the ocean. Her reverse bow looks impressive and
fresh  and  expresses  the  innovative,  chic  soul  of  Dynamiq
yachts.  Just as important, she performs at the top of her
class. 

Dynamiq GTT 135

https://www.superyachtcontent.com/superyacht-news/dynamiq-presents-stefania/
https://www.dobroserdovdesign.com/


Details
M/Y Stefania’s efficient fast-displacement hull was designed
by Dutch naval architects Van Oossanen to give her minimal
resistance and low fuel usage while still capable of high
speeds. She uses as little as 50 litres of fuel per hour
thanks to twin MAN V12 1650 engines.

Top Speed: 20 Knots
Range: 5000 Nautical Miles 
Cruising Speed: 10 Knots

With this range, the owners can enjoy two seasons during the
year, the usual Med and Caribbean. Still, she is also capable
of  greater  freedom  when  navigating  remote  locations  like
South-East  Asia  with  no  bunkering  facilities.  Stefania’s
shallow draft of 1.8 metres makes her perfect for cruising the
Bahamas’ remote cays and shoal waters.

The Hull Vane®, a patented fixed foil located under the stern
of  the  boat,  is  one  of  Stefania’s  distinguishing
characteristics.  This  innovation  results  in  a  considerable
reduction  of  pitch  and  hull  resistance,  allowing  for  the
installation  of  smaller  engines,  lowering  fuel  costs  and
increasing range. 

https://oossanen.nl/
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Sergei  Dobroserdov  founder  of  Dynamiq
Says:
“Superyacht Stefania is the evolution of our full-aluminium
Gran Turismo Transatlantic concept and represents everything
you would expect in a medium-sized product from a boutique
family shipyard: exclusive looks, advanced technologies and
attention to detail”

“The basis of the GTT 135 is the lightweight full aluminium
hull, but every element has been perfected, from the top-
notch  soundproofing  components  by  Dutch  experts  Rubber
Design,  including  a  torque  compensation  system  for  the
gearboxes,  to  the  Bowers  &  Wilkins  hi-end  sound  system.
Dynamiq has even developed an exclusive pen with Montegrappa
for the owner. The difference from our previous models is
that the design and engineering has now been developed to the
utmost degree. I am very happy with how the GTT135 looks:
she’s modern and elegant with lots of design details and
interesting elements. We are happy to state after the sea



trials how her many technical innovations take performance
and comfort to the next level.” 
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Inside M/Y Stefania
The  spacious  5-cabin  layout  is  positioned  in  the  most
comfortable location, amidships on the lower deck, guarantees
that all passengers have a comfortable ride on board. Her
interior is designed by Miami-based Giuseppina Arena in a
modern Art Deco style, with Fendi furniture. Stefania has
handmade OT carpets, soft gold and natural mother-of-pearl
accents, ensuring ultimate luxury and originality.

The  interior  has  a  2.2-metre  ceiling  height,  which  is  a
significant  feature,  making  the  interior  feel  open  and
spacious. Stefania has a 10-person pool with a capacity of



4,500 litres, located on the main deck in an open-air beach
club complete with a second bar allowing owners and guests to
enjoy a close-to-the-sea lifestyle.
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Among other stand-out design features is the real fireplace in
the main salon and a unique atomiser system featuring scents
from the iconic Ferragamo brand, with its latest collection of
home perfumes “Bianco di Carrara” for a subtle and luxurious
aroma on board.

Dynamiq also collaborated with Klassen, a German VIP vehicle
outfitter, to create a unique wheelhouse that features the
same  quality  and  design  as  Klassen’s  ultra-luxury  shuttle
vans. 
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To complete, Stefania meets the most rigorous RINA Commercial
Class requirements and prestigious Comfort and Green Star Plus
notations, making her safe, comfortable, and environmentally
friendly.

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS OF GTT 135:
Length: 41 metres
Beam: 8.3 metres
Draught: 1.8 metres
Material: Full aluminium
Tonnage: 299 gross tons
Speed: 21 knots
Range: 5000 NM at 10 knots
Guests: 10 in 5 cabins
Crew: 6
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Video Tour:
To see this big, bold and gold beauty in action, find her on
YouTube here 

https://bedynamiq.us12.list-manage.com/track/click?u=1a73c179608f21d29b0433907&id=cf1ba7e354&e=f6aa73a50e


For the latest Superyacht News, click here.
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